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Thank you for asking me to participate.  It is a real honor.
My name is David Golden
I started PERC in 2008 with my friend and mentor Dr Howard Stein



P E R CP E R C

Membership by Invitation Only: 
◦

 
~97 (OD and MD)

Practice Locations: ~129 (CA, AZ, NV)

Approx. $225M gross revenue

$1M minimum gross revenue
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PERC StructurePERC Structure

Co-Operative: 
◦

 
Members treated equally 
◦

 
Members engaged to help build and grow

No cost to join, no contract

Year-end distribution of excess revenue 
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The idea of PERC originated when my wife and I were eating at Cheeseboard Pizza in Berkeley.  It is pizza co-operative where employee owns part of the company.  Collectively, their labor is a remarkable example of the products and service that can be provided when people work together toward and common goal.  

Their pizza is amazing! and as you can see, there has been no shortage of pizza in my life.

Doctors that are drawn to PERC are interested in scalable services that can easily be provided to a group, but would not necessarily be affordable to an individual practice.



Primary PERC Functions:Primary PERC Functions:

1.

 
Educate and mentor

2.

 
Create partnerships

3.

 
Development of the ECP

4.

 
Collaborate and learn
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4 primary functions

1.  Educate and mentor our practice managers.  We place a high value on their ability to manage the day to day operations

Create valuable partnerships where we can maximize or vendor strengths to help our business succeed.

Development of the eye care professional using consultants, peer reviews and a collaborative environment to learn from each other.





““Successful Offices Have Successful Offices Have 
Great ManagersGreat Managers””

Golden Optometric – West Covina, CA 
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So how do we build great offices….



Quarterly Manager MeetingsQuarterly Manager Meetings
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We start with Quarterly mangers meeting.  PERC doctors place a high value on management training and skill development.

Invited Guest: Kevin McCarney owner of 12 high end taco stand/restaurants. His philosophy is a “taco is a taco” but the experience that a customer has is what brings them back to get more tacos!   That it is all about outstanding customer service.  He spends a significant amount of his time training managers.

One exercise that he uses is roll playing.  Here, he use life size cutouts with different looks, attitudes and expressions.  

Red sign: customer need
Green sign: various customer solutions

At the end of the day, good taco stands are a dime-a-dozen in Los Angeles.  But a good taco with great customer service is hard to find.




Partnership Value Goes Both WaysPartnership Value Goes Both Ways

◦

 
Great products -

 secure ECP brands
◦

 
Marketing support
◦

 
PracticeBuilder 
Loyalty Program -

 annuity
◦

 
Integrated Healthcare 
Market Solutions
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A lot of manufacturers make good lenses, but it is the services that come with the lenses that make a partnership

We get:
Superior Marketing Support
A retirement vehicle
And 
Integrated 

.







Partnership Value Goes Both WaysPartnership Value Goes Both Ways
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ABB-Concise has been a great partner for our contact lens logistics.

And we are moving our dispensaries to using smaller, boutique frame lines that limit online exposure and wide distribution.



Doctor DevelopmentDoctor Development
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This is one of our doctor meetings where we study ways to grow and differentiate our practices.  

We have engaged ODLean for several of or practices and even pay for part of the program for our members.  We are convinced that this is one way to create value and differentiation of our practices.  



ODLeanODLean™™

Value-driven healthcare 
thru office efficiencies

◦

 

Improving patient experience

◦

 

Capitalizing and monetizing  

◦

 

Increasing value by reducing waste

◦

 

Continuous process improvement 
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ODLean is based on the principles of Lean Management

It places a high value on the patients’ time in your office and capitalizes on the fact that a great patient experience has value.  This gets reinforced when we see positive online reviews with YELP or Google.

It capitalizes on good patient flow – for example, in our office, if a patient enters our dispensary within about 40 minutes of their arrival to our office, we can expect on average a 20% higher $’s/patient than if they came in after that time period.

ODLean allows a quantitative analysis of each staff  “Work-Load” over time.  This information is used to expose inefficiencies.

Empowers staff to continually improve their process in order to create the a better patient experience


Practices today must evolve to do  MORE  Work for LESS Money, AND  to be accountable for outcomes!  





Integrated Healthcare Market Integrated Healthcare Market 
Solutions (IHMS)Solutions (IHMS)

Maria Barnwell, VP 
Business development 

50,000 patients
CA, AZ and NV 
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IHMS Resource Department is designed to drive patients into ECP offices 
ECP can be used to reduce the cost of healthcare 
ECP participation in the Medical Home Model
Understanding that optometry is in a great strategic location to provide meaningful, cost effective care




Smart MarketingSmart Marketing

Prominent online presence

Coordination of ECP and national marketing
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Building quality video content
Social media outlets

marketing campaigns
Ex: Crizal national ad campaign starting March ‘11
1 Day contact lens benefits




Independent PracticesIndependent Practices

Better Knowledge…

Better Product…

Better Service…

Share it!

Show it!

Prove it!
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Independent practices:
They have better knowledge…They must learn to share it!
They have better product…They must learn to show it!
They have better service…They must prove it!




2+2=52+2=5
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The growth of ECP to organizations like PERC is real.  The individual standing alone will have a more difficult time than those working together to create value for everyone.
A cohesive organization brings strength and value to the individual ECP and their partners.




Thank  YouThank  You

David B. Golden, OD
11245 E Washington Blvd. 
Whittier CA 90606 
562-692-1208
d.golden@goldenoptometric.com


